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Pennsylvania Rural Water Association is always interested in receiving articles for the Keystone
Tap Magazine. We seek technical articles about the water and wastewater industry, articles
on legislation, new products and processes, and short articles on individuals that have made a
difference in their water and wastewater systems. We would like to invite you to prepare a short
article about your water/wastewater system or other topics which would be of interest to our
readers. We always welcome articles from our Associate Members. Share your news with us.
Please send your articles with photographs to:
PA Rural Water Association, Keystone Tap Submissions
138 West Bishop Street, Bellefonte, PA 16823
Telephone: 814-353-9302, Fax: 814-353-9341, Email: prwa@prwa.com
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From the Executive Director’s Desk
by John Hood
Executive Director, PRWA
jhood@prwa.com
When you receive this issue of the Keystone
Tap I will have just returned from a National Rural
Water Association meeting of state Executive
Directors in Orlando. Its great that they send us to
Orlando but its somewhat disappointing that they
get the best rates in August. But it is a good time
for me to remind you that, as a member of PRWA,
you are also a member of the National Rural Water
Association. This larger organization works for us
in Washington D.C. and speaks up for small and
medium water and wastewater systems when issues
of regulation or funding come up. NRWA has the
power of speaking for over 25, 000 water systems
across the nation and this type of clout is respected
in the halls of our legislature and/or our regulatory
agencies. And, while speaking of the power of
belonging to a large association, we have negotiated
an excellent arrangement on public notification with
SwiftReach Networks Inc to bring our members a
powerful method to communicate with our customers
via telephone.
Public Notification Services: W i t h
DEP working on new Public Notification Regulations
we knew that many systems would be looking for
a public notification phone system. The association
explored ways in which we could use the power of
PRWA membership to our advantage. We reviewed



a number of services over a six month period and
we considered price, quality of service, support, and
ease of use. After our research we negotiated with
SwiftReach to provide a great pricing for the water
systems of Pennsylvania. In this case we did not
limit the availability to PRWA members. We did this
for three reasons: we wanted to provide a benefit to
all water systems, with more systems we get a more
savings for all, and it is a chance for more people
to get to know PRWA. Please take a look at the
SwiftReach information on pages 4 and 5.
General Assembly Passes Water
and Wastewater Funding Proposals: On the
local level, our legislators in Harrisburg have just
passed some funding bills to help us with upgrades
required by new regulations. On July 4, 2008 the
Pennsylvania General Assembly passed Senate Bill 2
and Senate Bill 1341. Combined, these bills provide
of 1.3 billion in funding for water and wastewater
systems. Next year’s budget may even provide more
funding help. Governor Rendell has created the
Sustainable Infrastructure Task Force to survey to the
infrastructure needs of our commonwealth. PRWA
President George Crum serves on the Task Force
and PRWA Fiancial Officer Joe Falcone and I each
serve on a Task Force Subcommittee. The report is
due this fall. We can be sure the Task Force’s work
will reveal an even greater need for assistance in
upgrading Pennsylvania’s water and wastewater
systems.
Utility Leadership Conference:
If
you haven’t already registered there is still time to
plan for the PRWA Utility Leadership Conference
October 21-22 at the Sheraton Four Points in
Cranberry. Cranberry is located in western PA, about
35 minutes north of Pittsburgh. Our conference this
fall has three concurrent tracks; board members,
system managers, and office professionals. The
challenges of operating a water and/or wastewater
system become more complex every year. Please
1-800-653-PRWA
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take advantage of these two days in October to learn
and to share with your fellows utility leaders.
Member Appreciation Days: We have
two member appreciation days this month and three
in October. Please mark your calendar and make
sure to take advantage of this day of good food,
fellowship, information, and training. Each member
in the district is eligible for this day and there is no
cost involved. Again we hope to see you there and
here is the schedule.
District 4 – September 24
District 2 – September 19
District 5 – October 17
District 1 – October 23
District 3 – October 24
This is a day where we say thanks to you, our
members. We appreciate your support and you are
the association. Thanks, John

WWW.PRWA.COM

SNAP SH T
Robert Blough II is the
PRWA Board Director for
District Five. Bob currently
serves as Vice-President
of the Board and has held
many offices in the past
including President. He is
the system manager at Jenner
Area Sewer Authority and
has worked there for 30
years. He also serves on the board of the Jenner
Water System. Bob and his wife Mary have three
daughters. People might be surprised to know
that Bob is a ski instructor. In fact, both he and
Mary are skiers and have enjoyed the sport for
many years. Bob likes being involved with PRWA
because he enjoys giving back to the industry and
he has made many friends over the years.
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Simply the Best
Public Notification System
Public Notification Regulations Update
Beginning in February 2006, DEP began revising the public notification regulations. The
revisions strengthen the public notice requirements for imminent threat violations and situations (also
known as T ier 1}. The revisions:
» Enhance the planning requirements of both the Operation and Maintenance Plan and the
Emergency Response Plan sections that relate to public notification.
> Revise the delivery requirements for Tier 1 public notices for community water systems.
» Provide a few more examples of those situations that need to be reported to the Department
within 1 hour of discovery.
DEP published the proposed regulations in the Pa Bulletin on September 22, 2007 and
received many comments during the 60-<lay comment period. As a result of the comments, DEP
revised the draft final rulemaking package and presented it to the Small Water Systems Technical
Assistance Center (TAC} Board during their June 24, 2008 meeting. DEP has posted a copy of the
draft final rul:emaking (Annex A) on our public notification website . To find this public notification web
page, go to the main DEP home page at: http://www.depweb.state.pa.us/dep/site/defauU.asp
Click on DEP Programs (A - Z) in the left comer.
Click on ~PM, and then click on public notification link to open PN web page. Annex A is found
at the bottom of the web page.

I Status of PN Revisions:
The following table lists the tentative regulatory schedule. The draft final rutemaking package
contains a 12-month compliance period so that water supp.liers ca n plan and budget for implementing
the new Tier 1 PN delivery requirements.

Tentative PN Revisions Regulatory Schedule
Activity

Date

Present draft final rulemaking to TAC for review and comment

June 24, 2008

Present final rulemaking package to EQB for approval

November 18, 2008

Publish final rulemaking in PA Bulletin

January 2009

Compliance period for 109.408(c) delivery of new Tier 1 PN requirements

12 months after effective
date of final rulemaking

POWERFUL TECHNOLOf?Y
The Pennsylvania Rural Water Association has Joined forces with SwtftReach Networks, lnc. 1o bring our membef~ o
powerful, new PubliC Notlftoallon SV$tem. lttrough this cutting-edge technology, PRWA members con now q iAok.ly
oommunlco1e wHh their customers vlo telephone, e-ma D or any communications device urgent event$ trom ·Bolr
Water• advisories to routine contact such as collection coils.

Regordle$5 o11he size ol your community, we provide the most cost effective public notification solution as It
relate-s to capitol expenditure, maintenance and uso.g e.

~ HIGH-SPEED NOTifiCATIONS
VIa Tele~ne. Email, Te.l!l and Paglilf
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• REAl-TIME REPORTING
• ROBUST VOICE MESSAGE OPTIONS
~

ACCESSIBLE BY PHONE, PDA AND INTERNET
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• WEB PAGE FOR CONTACT INFORMATION UPDATES
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fo~ redoodant locallon$ on $8pOr01e P<>W8f gdds
across m~e netwofb

PRICE:

1..owes1 cosl solullon wtlh simple pricing plans

SUPPORT:

Customer support 1$ provided 24/7136!1 dovs a

veor

Our inslonl foll ·over orcflltecl~e ond lour red\Jndonl locaHOns on
$$porote power gflds octo$$ mulllple canter ne1W011ct G(\$(jrG occuroce
and

SAVf TIME: You 'IWII rEVER have to pwlorm system motn1enonoe
or SOIIWae UPQIOdes • on new reoues ond OQtiOrd
ore oY'Oioble to our eldsting clenls oU1om<JtlcoUy

limeiV complefico oj your campaigns.

1·800·653·PRWfl
814.353.9302.
www.prwo.com
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Increase Your Revenue Today
by Bud Bullock
PRWA Financial Services
bbullock@prwa.com
We see expenses increase every day, when
you read a newspaper, turn on the radio or television,
or when you pull into your local gas station. The
economy is bad, home foreclosures are up and gasoline
is at $4.00 per gallon and now with summer coming
to an end, people are starting to wonder how they are
going to manage the high cost of heating their homes
and businesses. The current economy will create
challenges for you. Not only are your costs increasing
but it is becoming harder and harder for your customers
to make ends meet. This is especially hard if your
system supplies a community where a majority of your
customers are seniors on a fixed income or on other
government assisted programs.
There are some questions that you will need to
answer:
1)
How do I manage the increasing costs of
operating my water or waste water system? Some
of these decisions are going to be difficult. You must
operate your system as efficiently as possible, and to
do this you must look at it from the water tank to the
bank. Unfortunately, the power company isn’t going to
cut their rate, the company that you buy your treatment
supplies from probably won’t give you a discount and
I’m sure that if you go to your employees and ask, you
won’t have any volunteers for a pay reduction. You
have to control what you can and you will have to ask
your employees to do more.
2)
How can I assure a continuous revenue
stream? You need to have someone devoted to the
revenue portion of your business full time. This person
needs to be devoted to following the accounts from
the billing to the payments. They need to be able to
communicate with your customers and not be afraid to
ask for your money. You need to create a paying culture.
A person that cannot pay for one billing cycle in most
cases will not be able to pay for two or more cycles.
You need to think outside of the box. The way that you
currently do things may not be the most efficient way
or the best way to maintain your revenue flow. You may
need to take a look at the billing cycles that you use in



comparison to the demographics of your community.
Smaller monthly payments opposed to quarterly
payments can be more affordable to lower income or
fixed income customers. The monthly payment then
becomes a part of their budget each month instead
of that surprise bill that comes when they don’t have
the money to pay. Consider outsourcing tasks such
as billing and collections. This can save you money
by reducing the cost of printing (bill forms, paper,
envelopes and toner), bank costs, and maintenance or
replacement of computers and other office equipment.
It can also reduce your largest controllable expense,
which is payroll.
3)
What can I do to recover money already
owed to my system? Review your local ordinances
or resolutions and follow these policies that your
Municipality or Authority has put in place. Assure
that these policies are being enforced fairly with all
of your customers. Be prepared to follow this through
and to take legal action if necessary. If you do not
have the time and payroll or do not have a person who
can enforce your policies, you may want to consider
outsourcing collections to a professional.
4)
How do I take immediate action and collect
your past due accounts? Implement an active calling
program. Work closely with your customers. Determine
who wants to pay and set up payment arrangements.
Follow your procedures on those who don’t and shut off
the water, file liens on the property and foreclose when
appropriate. If you need assistance seek professional
help.
It is important for you to consult with a financial
specialist. Our staff, at PRWA Financial Services can
help you. Please call us if you would like our assistance
at 1-866-328-7792.

Bud
1-800-653-PRWA
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PRWA

[f~ITU&liTU©~&lD ®®M~
Loans and Leasing
Simple Solutions
• Loans and leases of any size
• Competitive interest rates and closing costs
• Quick answers

A PROFESSIONAL WATER TANK, PIPELINE & INTAKE INSPECTION COMPANY
We do drained and underwater ROV inspections of inground,
groundlevel, and elevated tanks Including welded steel,
concrete, and glass lined bolted steel. Since 1982 our team
has personally inspected many hundreds of tanks in PA and
3,000+ tanks nationwide. If you request a client list you will see
that many of your neighbors have already hired us!
You do not have the expense and inconvenience of draining
your tank for our very competitively priced ROV inspection
which Includes a narrated DVD, exterior and interior site
observations and recommendations, and is safer and more
thorough than underwater diver inspections.

r--....._,-v~on rady
--.....a-~IODSU 1tant

rvices
WWW.CONRADYCONSULTANTS. COM

205-807·6342 Phone
866-478-9688 Fax
ljconrady@yahoo.com email

WWW.PRWA.COM

Our honest inspections do not convince you to do unnecessary
wortt since we do not repair or recoat your tan k, full time
inspect during a recoat, or clean o r remove the silt.
Although our ROV operator and commercial diver competitors
have inspected oil rigs for decades and " inspected" hundreds
of tanks, if they do not have education and experience In tank
design and construction, protective coating installation and
deterioration, concrete deterioration, etc., are you rea lly willing
to trust hundreds of thousands of your budget dollars on their
"expert recommendations" on repairs or recoats?
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Sustainable Water Infrastructure
Task Force
by Penny McCoy
Assistant Executive Director, Education Coordinator
pmccoy@prwa.com
On February 28th of this year, Governor Rendell
signed an executive order establishing the SUSTAINABLE
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE TASK FORCE. In his
statement the Governor stated that “Our water and
wastewater infrastructure is aging.” “Pennsylvania is
facing nearly $20 billion in unmet public utility-related
infrastructure needs, and that doesn’t even take into
account ongoing capital costs and expenses associated
with operations and maintenance responsibilities. We
need to begin developing a comprehensive plan now
that supports a sustainable network of systems to protect
public health, and ensure citizens and businesses don’t
lose out on the quality and dependable services they have
come to expect.” “Shrinking support from the federal
government means the financial burden associated with
the needed work is increasingly falling on states and local
municipalities.” “The commonwealth alone has suffered
a 50 percent cut in the federal funds the state had received
previously to support water infrastructure. Without that
needed support, our economy, environment and quality
of life will suffer.”
A federal Clean Water Needs Survey found
that Pennsylvania is facing nearly $11 billion in unmet
drinking water infrastructure needs and at least $7.2
billion in unmet wastewater infrastructure needs. Those
costs don’t even take into account any new regulations
facing municipalities such as the Groundwater Rule, LT2,
DBPR2, CMOM or BNR.
When a bridge collapses—such as the tragic
example in Minnesota last year—it makes the national
news. But the country’s crumbling infrastructure is
also happening out of sight with our drinking water
and wastewater systems. In fact, the American Society
of Civil Engineers has given Pennsylvania systems a
grade of “D -” in their latest Report Card for America’s
Infrastructure.
Treatment plants, sewer lines, collection systems,
drinking water distribution lines, and storage facilities
ensure protection of public health and the environment.
As a nation, we have built this extensive network of
infrastructure to provide the public with access to water
and sanitation.



We cannot ignore the alarming wave of
infrastructure rehabilitation and replacement we will
face over the next several decades. To do so would put
the achievements of the last 30-40 years and our nation’s
waters and public health at risk.
The question is however; how can we, as a
society, make the massive investment needed to upgrade
our aging and overused infrastructure? One of the first
steps is to educate people about the value of water and
wastewater systems. We all know our infrastructure is
aging. However, it is important to note that age, in and of
itself, does not necessarily point to problems. If a system
is well maintained, it can operate over a long time period.
Treatment plants typically have a useful life of 20-50
years before they require expansion or rehabilitation.
Pipes have life cycles that can range from 15 to over
100 years depending on the type of material and the
environment. Looking at pipe, the material used can be a
greater indicator of failure than age. Steel pipes installed
more than 80 years ago have proven to be much more
resilient to failure than pipes made of different materials
installed more recently.
On the water side long-term corrosion of older
mains can result in tuberculation, thereby reducing
the pipe’s carrying capacity. The reduction in carrying
capacity requires increasing investments in power and
pumping, causing a trade-off between the reduction
in hydraulic capacity and the increased operation and
maintenance costs to get water from one point to another.
Also, bacterial growth within the corrosive pipes may
cause a potential health problem. Tuberculation also
weakens the main by reducing the wall thickness.
These reductions in carrying capacity and in strength
can increase pumping, breakage, and repair costs, and,
consequently, the cost of water delivery.
On the wastewater side, excessive inflow &
infiltration can nearly quadruple flow into the treatment
plant adding thousands of un-necessary cost to the
treatment process.
In addition to the plant costs of processing and
sorting the additional flow, the utility incurs additional
energy costs as sewer lift stations pump continually
and risk the possibility of sanitary sewer overflows,

1-800-653-PRWA
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causing public health concerns as the system becomes
overloaded.
Infrastructure is expensive as are the monetary
and social costs incurred when infrastructure fails.
Municipalities need to carry out an ongoing process of
oversight, evaluation, maintenance and replacement
of their assets as needed to maximize the useful life of
infrastructure. EPA is focused on encouraging utilities
to develop a better way of managing their infrastructure
- understanding the condition and making risk-based
decisions on maintaining and improving infrastructure.
EPA’s promotion of sustainable practices is
designed to reduce the potential gap between funding
needs and spending at the local and state level. The
Sustainable Infrastructure Initiative will guide the efforts
in changing how the nation views, values, manages,
and invests in its infrastructure. Both Federal and State
Government Agencies are working with the water/
wastewater industry to identify best practices that have
helped many of the Nation’s utilities address a variety
of management challenges and extend the use of these
practices to all utilities.
Better management practices, efficient use, fullcost pricing and efficient operations and maintenance all
help utilities to operate more sustainably now and in the
long-term.
Better management of water and wastewater
utilities can encompass practices like asset management
and environmental management systems.
Adoption of better management practices is an
emerging trend among the water/wastewater industry.
Widespread adoption of better management practices
offers great promise to reduce costs and direct system
investments using a risk-based approach. EPA has
developed a number of programs that are intended to help
shift the utility management model beyond compliance to
sustainability and improved performance.
The four (4) top programs are Asset Management,
Environmental
Management
Systems,
Capacity
Development and Energy and Water.
Asset Management can be defined as managing
infrastructure capital assets to minimize the total cost of
owning and operating them, while delivering the desired
service levels.
Environmental Management Systems integrates
the environment into everyday business operations, and
environmental stewardship becomes part of the daily
responsibility of employees.
Capacity Development a program first developed
in 1996 as an amendment of the Safe Drinking Water
Act is a program to assist utility systems improves their
managerial, financial and technical capability so they can
provide safe drinking water consistently, reliably, and
cost-effectively.

WWW.PRWA.COM

Energy and Water use by the water/wastewater
sector are closely linked. Savings in one area can often
translate into savings in the other, and integrating energy
efficient practices into the daily management and longterm planning will contribute to long-term sustainability
and reduce impacts of climate change.
Each utility is responsible for making sure that
its system stays in good working order-regardless of
the age of components or the availability of additional
funds. Proactive operations and maintenance, and capital
replacement plans are essential to the lifespan of the
utility.
I believe that utilities can take actions that will
reduce their operating costs and thus help to close the
gap. This is not going to be an easy fix, nor is it going to
be an inexpensive fix; but it is also a problem that is not
going away. It is our responsibility as employees of the
industry and as consumers to look towards the future and
take all the corrective actions necessary.

*Source-EPA
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Consider the Source
by Joel Jordan
Source Water Program Manager
Source Water Specialist
This issue, I’m going to talk a little to the
micro-systems and source water protection. Ed
Gulick has written a little about micro-systems in his
articles in past KTaps. A micro-system is a water
(or even a wastewater system) that serves only a
few to a few hundred customers. Typical examples
include manufactured housing communities, water
associations, “village” water systems, and many
non-transient non-community systems. Due to their
size, they have a difficult time keeping up with all
the regulatory requirements. One person is usually
responsible for all aspects of the system, amongst
many other responsibilities.
Source water protection for these systems is
equally as difficult. Not because there are significant
risks, but because the operator/manager/owner/plow
operator/billing/(insert your many other titles here)
has so many other responsibilities that planning for
source protection just isn’t high on the list. What
isn’t considered is how much more work will be
poured upon this person if the source becomes
contaminated. What also isn’t considered is how
easy a source water plan for a small system can be.
The PRWA SWP Team understands the
difficulties of finding time to meet with us, set up
committee meetings and develop a plan. With this
in mind, we developed a SWP training course just
for the micro systems. Entitled “Micro-System:

10

SWP Lab”, this course is limited to only very small
water systems and class size is limited to 9 systems
at each site. We can then provide one-on-one
assistance and you can receive 9 operator Contact
Hours. PRWA is offering 2 of these courses in each
DEP Region between July 2008 and May 2009 (list
below). Courses are limited to 9 systems each, so
register early. Check the PRWA websites for the
most current dates and locations.
Upcoming Micro System: SWP Labs
ALL Locations are tentative at this point. If we have
to move a course due to unavailable space, it will be
located near the originally proposed location.
9/16/08
9/18/08
11/12/08
11/13/08
1/13/09
1/15/09
3/10/09
3/13/09
5/12/09
5/14/09

Lycoming County
Centre County
Cambria County
Somerset County
Chester County
Bucks County
Adams County
Cumberland County
Monroe County
Lackawanna County

1-800-653-PRWA
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Puzzled?
Get
Answers
at
prwa.com
Annual Conference
Classroom Training Registration
Online Training
Keystone Tap Online
Operator Resources

WWW.PRWA.COM
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A Waste of Time and Tax Dollars?
by Dave Muzzy
Wastewater Program Manager
Wastewater Training Technician
dmuzzy@prwa.com
Everyday we hear people complaining about and
questioning all different kinds of things. Environmentalists
ask, “Why are there sewer overflows?” Drivers ask, “Why
is there construction traffic?” Everyone asks, “Why is
my sewer bill so high?” All of these are great questions.
There are even better questions that we hear rarely - or
never, such as “Why can’t I use the water in my house,”
or, “why can’t we use our bathroom?” Those “better
questions” have a great five-word answer: preventative
maintenance and sewer rehabilitation…..
Here’s what the EPA has to say about sewer
rehabilitation, “Sanitary sewer collection systems are
designed to remove wastewater from homes and other
buildings and convey it to a wastewater treatment
plant. The collection system is a critical element in the
successful performance of the wastewater treatment

process.” EPA estimates that collection systems in the U.S.
have a total replacement value between $1 to $2 trillion
dollars. Under certain conditions, poorly designed, built,
managed, operated, and/or maintained systems can pose
risks to public health, the environment, or both. These
risks arise from sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) from
the collection system or by compromised performance of
the wastewater treatment plant. Effective and continuous
management, operation, and maintenance (C-MOM),
as well as ensuring adequate capacity and rehabilitation
when necessary, are critical to maintaining collection
system capacity and performance while extending the life
of the system.
What does CMOM mean to collection system
owners? The resulting health and environmental risks
from poorly performing collection systems give need
to increased regulatory oversight of the management,
operation, and maintenance of these systems. CMOM
is intended to provide a more efficient approach to
controlling SSOs through an increased focus on system
planning. The proposed rule would establish standard
permit conditions for inclusion in existing NPDES
permits and a means of regulating satellite systems. The
conditions would include:
v Capacity, management, operation and maintenance
requirements
v A prohibition on discharges
v Reporting, public notice and record keeping for
discharges.
Collection system owners should anticipate
investment costs to manage and implement the CMOM
program, both in terms of additional resources and
capital improvements. It is believed that this increased
investment will lower O&M costs, reduce the occurrence
of sewer overflows and provide a health benefit to the
public community.
Breakthroughs in digital inspection technology
are allowing engineers and municipalities to better predict
when a sewer pipe is going to fail. Historically, emergency
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response sewer repairs are 2 to 3 times the cost of planned
sewer rehabilitation. Being able to focus on the actual
problems within the sewer system has allowed cities to
stretch their budgets and increase the number of sewer
rehab projects across the country. Additionally, focusing
sewer rehabilitation and maintenance have helped ensure
the original pipes reach their specified service life.
Why should you have your sewer inspected? Just
like anything else in this world, things can change on a
daily basis. The key is to be prepared and be ready for
any changes that need to be made. If you are prepared,
then you might even be able to prevent disasters that
could cost millions of dollars to fix. This preventive
maintenance is critical when it comes to sewers. Here
are some significant reasons why a sewer should be
inspected:
v To determine what areas of your pipe are in need of
repair. Sewer lines can stretch for miles and miles
and it can be difficult to determine where a blockage
is forming or where it occurred.

pipe, sewer inspection allows you to determine how
much of the sediment was actually removed. This
is valuable resource in deciding whether another
cleaning is necessary to prevent a blockage.
v To use as a baseline for comparison over time. The
baseline sewer inspection information is significant
in that it allows analysis and visualization of changes
within a pipe over time.
v To ensure the rehabilitation is occurring where it
should and not being wasted on pipes that are in good
shape.
v Ahead of and after major roadwork or construction
projects to ensure the sewer main integrity.

v To prioritize areas for sewer cleaning and to determine
the extent of cleaning required.
v To judge the effectiveness of a sewer cleaning
project. After you have gone through and cleaned a

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Featured
Wastewater
System:
WOMELSDORF SEWER AUTHORITY

The Womelsdorf Sewer Authority operates
the Womelsdorf Sewage Treatment Plant situated
along the banks of the Tulpehocken Creek in
Western Berks County. The Tulpehocken Creek,
which was named by the Lenape Indians, means
“land of the turtle.” This creek is one of the main
sources of water that feeds Blue Marsh Lake with
the head end of the lake being located at Bernville,
Berks County, Pa. The Womelsdorf Sewer Authority
started construction on the original plant in 1967.
The original plant was a contact stabilization plant
and was designed by Mast Engineering of Reading,
Pa. The plant had five rectangular concrete tanks
which served as a primary settling tank followed by
a first stage aeration; an intermediate settling tank
followed by a secondary aeration tank; lastly, the
fifth tank, which served as a final settling tank, and
a chlorine contact tank. The original plant was also
constructed with two concrete anaerobic digesters
with fixed lid construction. A series of four 25X50
foot sludge-drying beds were built to meet the needs
of sludge disposal.
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Mr. Kenneth Anspach was hired as the first
operator for the Womelsdorf Sewer Authority and
was required to work alone seven days a week until
1974 when Douglas Hoover was hired to become
the second plant operator. At that time Kenny
Anspach became the chief operator of operations
and Douglas Hoover was second in charge. In 1978
Mr. Anspach resigned from Womelsdorf Sewer
Authority to operate a brand new sewage treatment
facility for Caernarvon Township, Pa. He served as
chief operator at that plant until his retirement.
Today Douglas H. Hoover, who serves as
Plant Superintendent, is in charge of plant operations
and maintenance. Thomas J. Rhine is Chief
Operator, Dave E. Sheffy is Operator in training and
Dale A. Auman- plant maintenance. These four men
are also responsible for the borough’s: streets, parks,
borough buildings and the Olympic sized swimming
pool.
The plant was required to test for BOD,
TSS, DO, CL2 residual, and fecal coliform until the
middle to late 1980s. When the N.P.D.E.S. permit
1-800-653-PRWA / WWW.PRWA.COM

came out, it required the plant to remove phosphorus and
ammonia nitrogen as well. In order to meet the phosphorus
requirement an aluminum sulfate feed system was installed
at the plant; this consisted of a 5156 gallon fiberglass storage
tank, two chemical feed pumps and associated piping. With
this system, the phosphorus requirement was met. However,
the plant as built struggled to meet the ammonia nitrogen
requirements. In the late 1990’s the plant was becoming
hydraulically overloaded. So with the authority’s blessing,
their engineer, Motley Engineering of Reading, Pa. designed,
with the help of Aqua-Aerobics of Rockford, Illinois and
Aqua’s representative Dave Lounsberry, a plan for a plant
expansion. The project was put together and put out for
bid to construct a two-basin sequencing batch reactor plant
with aerobic digestion. Walabex was the general contractor
and started construction in 2000 on the new upgrade. In
December of 2000 the new S. B. R. units went on line. The
construction continued on converting the original five tanks
into two chlorine contact tanks, an influent pumping station
with the addition of two Gorman-Rupp T-8 pumps, with
the conversion of the old second stage aeration tank into a
post aeration tank. The fixed concrete tops were removed
from the old anaerobic digesters and aeration equipment
was added, turning these digesters into aerobic digesters. A
brand new concrete tank was built to serve as the chlorine
injection point as well as an ultra sonic flow metering pit.
Construction also included the addition of a new building,
which would house the sewer authority’s meeting room, a
computer room, plant superintendent’s office and two unisex bathrooms.
The upgrade also included the complete make over
of the laboratory with new lab equipment as well as a new
heating and central air conditioning system. The plant’s
flow capacity with this upgrade has increases from .300 gpd
to .475gpd.
Currently, the authority is investigating the
feasibility and usefulness of installing a centrifuge for sludge
dewatering as well as the possibility of the addition of a
mechanical bar screen at the headwork’s to help eliminate
rags from entering the process.
Since the upgrade, the Womelsdorf Treatment Plant
Facility, along with its operating staff are proud to say that
they have been able to continually meet and exceed their
discharge permit requirements to “the land of the turtle.”
The Womelsdorf Sewer Authority Members are Paul
Hopple, Chairman; Irv Tyson, Vice Chairman; Bill Moore,
Treasurer; Dave Sheffy, Secretary; Bill Madden, Member.
Congratulations to the plant staff and Authority Members
on a job well done!
Keystone Tap - Fall 2008
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The Chalkboard
Asset Management

Asset management is a planning process that ensures that you
get the most value from each of your assets and have the financial
resources to rehabilitate and replace them when necessary. Asset
management also includes developing a plan to reduce costs
while increasing the efficiency and the reliability of your assets.
Successful asset management depends on knowing about your
system’s assets and regularly communicating with utility operators
and customers about your future needs. You should thoroughly
review your asset management plan at least once a year, noting
any relevant changes. Throughout the year, you should keep a
running list of items to consider or include in the annual update.
Asset Management  Consists of the Following Four Steps
Taking an inventory: Before you can manage your assets, you need to
know what assets you have and what condition they are in. This information
will help you schedule rehabilitations and replacements of your assets.
Prioritizing your assets: Your water
system probably has a limited
budget. Prioritizing your assets will
ensure that you allocate funds to the
rehabilitation or replacement of your
most important assets.
Developing an asset management
plan: Planning for the rehabilitation
and replacement of your assets
includes estimating how much money
you will need each year to maintain
the operation of your system per year.
This includes developing a budget and
calculating your required reserves.
asset                
Implementing
your
management plan: Once you have
determined how much money you
will have to set aside each year
and how much additional funding
(if any) you will need to match that
amount, you need to work with your
management and customers as well
as with regulators to carry out your
plan and ensure that you have the
technical and financial means to
treat and deliver a safe product to
your customers.
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Service Line Protection Program
PRWA's Utilishield Service Line Protection Program will
repair or replace water line breaks for your customers
for a low convenient premium. Partner with PRWA to
bring this product to your community to benefit your
customers and earn revenue for your water system.
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Changing Currents!
Alfred Benesch & Company is
pleased to announce Vannessa Becker
has been hired as Business Development
Coordinator in Pennsylvania. She will be
responsible for researching and developing
business prospects as well as maintaining
relationships with existing clientele. Alfred
Benesch & Company is also pleased to
announce the addition of three new engineers.
Travis Steich, Alfred Bronakowski, and
John Knecht will work as entry level
designers, performing analyses and designs
of new project elements as part of the
design team on several current infrastructure
improvement projects.
In addition, George M.
Horas, P.E., Senior Project
Manager, has been selected
to serve on the Board of
Directors for the Partnership
Transportation Management
Association serving Eastern
Montgomery County.
Basset Engineering,
municipal and environmental
engineers, is pleased to
announce the addition of
Mr.
David
Schneider,
E.I.T., as Engineer. He
will be completing detailed
engineering reports, road
bonding studies and stormwater management
projects as well as assisting with wastewater
treatment plant design for the company.
Eichelbergers,
Inc.
is pleased to announce the
promotion of Kenneth Glace
to Senior Project Manager,
where his responibilities in
Commercial and Municipal
water supply will be expanded.
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Eichelbergers, Inc. is
also pleased to announce
the
promotion
Daniel
Sponseller to Assistant Group
Manager of the Commercial
Environmental
Drilling
Services Department. In this
expanded role, Dan will be
responisble for managing CEDS projects as
well as becoming more involved in overall
department scheduling.
Also, Eichelbergers Inc.
would like to announce that
Chad Franciscus has completed
training for Asbestos Building
Inspector. Eichelbergers Inc
is a multifaceted groundwater
resource company.
Ditch Witch of Ohio, W.PA, W.NY is
pleased to announce that Keith Miller will
be the Parts Manager for their Columbus,
Ohio dealership. Ditch Witch is also pleased
to announce that James E. Ferkany has joined
the dealership as Controller.
Pennsylvania
Rural
Water
Association is pleased to announce the
addition of Norma Etters to Training
Services. Norma will handle all training
registrations and submission of contact hours
to PaDEP. Norma’s other duties will include
creating and mailing training flyers, monthly
training calendars, and creating and mailing
training certificates. You can reach Norma
at the PRWA office at 814-353-9302 or via
email at netters@prwa.com.
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Pennsylvania Rural Water Association
2008 Utility Leadership Conference

Leadeo·shi p

Customer C are
"A Professio nal Ap11ronch"
9:00-10:00 a.m.
10:00- 1:00 p. m.

Registration: Welcome to the Utiliry Leadership Conference!
"The Happy Customer"

6:00-7:00 p. m.

Wed. Oct., 22nd

Asset Management

Lund1 Pmvided

I :00-2:00 p. m.
2:00-5:00 p. m.

"Follow the Dollar"

What is Professionalism?

Financial Sustainability

Opening Reception: Meet and Greet with drinks and appeti:ers!
Customea· Caa·e
'' A P rofessio nal Approach"

Leadership
"Oevcloplng Ihe
Capacity to Lead''

Bonrd Oc-eiOJ>rnenl
..The Ahillt) 111 Lc11d"

Registration
9:00- 12:00 p. m.

Public Infonnation
What is it?

Being on Board '"
a Big Joh

Lunch providedfor all altendees

12:00-1:00 p. m.
1:00-3:30 p.m.

Regulations and the
Bottom Line

Ethical Office

Presenting Your
Budget Needs

AVllldlllg the 1 ro111
Wrecked \ll ccting

Closing

3:30--1:00 p. m.

Special offer! Registration 1/2 price on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th attendee from your company!
REG I TRATION: 'The Value of Knowlege.' Util it) Leadership Conference
Full 2 Days:SI50 Mcmber (S I75 Non-Member) I Day: $90 Member (S i lO Non-Member)
Fax To: 8 14-353-934 1 Mail To: f'RWA 138 W. Bishop St. Bellefonte, PA 16823
Name:
Adrcss:

Title:
City:

~
~

System/Co.
State: ___.Zip_ _ _ _ __

Fn:-.:
Ema i i_--:---~-----Phone:
Method of Payment: 0Check or Money Order 0Credit Card 0 Invoice Me AmountS._ _ _ _ __
CC Type_ _ _ _[. xp. Date._ __
Credit Card#
Security Code
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Utility Leadership Conference Course Descriptions

"A Professional Approach Track"
"The Happy Custom er": There are 7 easy steps to World class customer service Th•s course
IS des1gned to identify the 7 strateg•es, 1deas. and actions profess1onal office personnel can take
immediately to improve customer service and relationships. Excellent customer relationships encourage
customers to be active advocates who are mspired and motivated to enwonmentally and financially
support the ulllities efforts to maintain excellent service
2. What is Professionalism ?: Professionalism is defined as the conduct. a•ms. or qualities that
characterize or mark a professional person. This course is designed to stimulate your th1nkmg about
the importance of professionalism and Identify any qwck and easy steps you can take to polish your
profess•onal •mage and behav1or
3. Public In formation, What is it, how do you protect it? Taken together. the Sunshine Act and the
R1ghl-to-Know Law, often referred to as the Open Records Law, are intended to prov1de res1dents of the
Commonwealth w1th first-hand knowledge of the activ•t •es of public utilities taken at meet1ngs and access
to contents of public records. The Right-to-Know Law, originally enacted in 1957 and recently amended
extens•vely by Act 100 of 2002, specifically deals w1th · public records Commonwealth residents have
the right to examme. inspect, and duplicate any public record of a public utility. But what is a public record
and what Is not Th•s class •s des•gned to provide guidelines for your office
Eth ical Office: Attention to ethics creates strong public relations - adm•ttedly, manag•ng ethiCS should
not be done primanly for reasons of public relations But, frankly the fact that a utility regularly g•ves
attent1on to 1ts eth1cs can portray a strong pos1tive to the pubhc. Customers see those systems as valwng
people more than profit. as striving to operate with the utmost of integnty and honor This class aligns
behav•or w1th the values that are cnticalto effective marketing and public relations programs

"Leadership Track"
Asset Managem ent: For ullhlles, asset management can be defined as manag1ng Infrastructure capital
assets to minimize the total cost of owning and operating them, while delivenng the service levels
customer's destre. Each ultllty ts responstble for making sure that tis system stays tn good working
order-regardless of the age of components or the availability of additional funds. Asset management
programs includ1ng long-range planning. life-cycle cost1ng , proact•ve operabons and ma1ntenance. and
capital replacement plans based on cost-benefit analyses can be the most efficient method of meeting
thts challenge Thts course ts des1gned to educate Managers and Board Members how to achteve
sustainability beginning with Asset Management
Financ ial Sustainability
Insurance: Are you covered? Does your system have the correct Insurance to cover the operational and
management needs? At a minimum a utility needs three kinds of insurance, General liability, Errors and
Omtss1ons, and Workers Compensation coverage. Some systems have property, so property insurance
may be necessary Environmentalmsurance may also be needed by some utilities Th1s session will
address your 1nsurance questions and help make sure your ublity IS covered.
Total Costs : With the Governors push to make all utiltlles sustainable. total costs have become a BIG
issue. Are you covering your total costs to operate the utility? This class examines the aspect of cost
recovery and the need to cover your operating , captlal and replacement costs.
Regulations and the Bottom Line: Public Notification All new regulation that may cost your uti11ty extra
monies you haven't budgeted for. Come to thts session and learn about this new regulation and some
solutions to help you deal w1th it

WWW.PRWA.COM
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IN S T R UME N TS

Chemical Feed Systems & Accessories

Gas Chlorination & Liquid Chemical Feed Systems
• Don't settle for tess. Use genuine Hydro lnstrumenlS
equipment. Manufactured on PA, USA since 1978.
• Highest quality I Reasonable prices /3-year warranty
Complete Li ne of Equ ipment & Accessories
• Automatic Control Valve (lor gas or liquid)
• Gas Leak Detector
• Corporatoon Stops. Gas Manifolds & Accessories

Hydro Instruments • 1501 W. Park Ave . • Perkasie, PA 18944 • 215·453·3102
www.hydroinst ruments.com

Utility Leadership Conference Course Descriptions (Continued)
4. Presenting Your B udget Needs: Every year you work hard on the budget to property operate the
utohty. You plan . calculate and even think out of the box. and then it gels nps apart and sometimes even
questioned by the customers. Thos dass woll offer you some ways to onsure your budget gets the atlenloon
and respect it deserves

"Board Track"
1. Being on a Board is a Big Job: The ultimate responsibility of the viability or a utility is the charge or the
System's Governing Body The legal and ethical decosoons a utohly makes effects the health and welfare
of the communoty they have been elected or appoonted to serve. Informed, educated board members are
more capable of makong the nghl decosions. They have the abohty to guide the utohty woth sound finanoal
management, long range plannong skolls and polocy making . Committed governong bodoes understand the
importance of supporting theor employees and meetong the needs of theor customers as well as havong
knowledge of the laws and regulatoons that State and Federal Age noes have enacted. Thos sessoon woll
address the roles and the responsiboloties of governong bodies

2. Avoiding the train wrec ked meeting: How many bmes have you been to a meeting that didn't go well?
Did ot seem like the chaorman dodn't keep order? Was there a feeling that an issue was "raotroaded"? Dod it
seem to take an enormous amount of time to accomplish anythong? What was wrong? Your meetong was
ineffechve. Thos sessoon woll address some basoc concepts of an effective meetong ondudong how to comply
With the sunshone laws and how to use Roberts Rules of Order.
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Where is This in PA?
This photo is of a landmark
from a location somewhere
in Pennsylvania.  Do you
know where?  If you think that
you have an idea where this
scene is located, you may
FAX or E-mail your answer
to the PRWA office. A winner
is chosen from a drawing of
the correct submissions.  We
will announce the location
answer and the winner of this
contest in the next issue of the
Keystone Tap.
FAX us at (814) 353-9341 or E-mail us at prwa@prwa.com.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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It was a beautiful summer morning in
Coon Hollow. As the sun raised on the horizon the
droplets of dew sparkled on the leaves of the trees.
The birds sang and the forest animals went about
their business as usual. When all seemed as should
be, the peaceful solitude was broken by a loud
breaking of wind, followed by a long slow yawn
and a scratching of an enormous belly. There stood
Itchiee on the broken porch of he and Scratches’
cabin.
“Scratchie get up!” yelled Itchiee! The
dang birds are making too much noise fur to sleep
any more. With the breaking of wind and a cough
Scratchie emerges from the cabin only to say
“What ya doin’ ya dang fool I can’ sleep with all
that jabbering yuns doin’. Time ta get up the squire
wants us first thing at the tavern to ask us what
learnin we got from that thar Chris Shutt fella.
Squire ain’t gonna like what we has ta say. Can’t
hep that we couln’t catch up ta him. “Well,” says
Itchiee, “Let me get a chaw and my bibs on and
well sees what he has ta says.”
Later at the tavern our two Heros walk in the
door and the squire meets them at the bar. Scratchie
proceeds to tell him their misfortune when the
squire cuts him off, “Never mind we have another
problem.” We’ll talk about your dumbness later.
Right now we need to get all those porcelain chars
we got from that RD gang when gave us the money
to put in the sewer system. Just can’t figger what
porcelain chars has ta do with sewage? But any
way that Kirk fella and that John Buzznut are comin
to Coon Hollow to tell us what we can do with these
things. I was told maybe they would some smoke
testin while they’re here. What tis smoke testin
says Itchiee? Don’t know smoke went bad says
Scratchie. “That’s enough,” says Squire, “Need ya
to go git these folk and bring them here.”
Miles away Kirk and John are waiting at
the appointed meeting place. Where are those guys
says Kirk it past breakfast and we haven’t heard or
seen hide nor hair of anyone. John just looked and
said, “Really I didn’t know that.” Just at that they
heard a splat of chaw juice on the ground behind
28

them. They turned at the same time and seen the
two scruftious looking characters they have ever
seen in their life! Yes it was Itchiee and Scratchie
standing there in front of the Jeepster. Where did
they come from said Kirk, don’t know says John
didn’t hear a thing. How that Jeepster get there
without us hearing it. Don’t know says Kirk but
let’s get started it will be noon time before we know.
Hi! Thar says Itchiee. Yup says Scratchie.
You those two fellars we needs ta take back to Coon
Hollar? Muss be says Scratchie. John and Kirk says
we’ll follow you. Nope says Itchiee need ta come
with us in the Jeep. But we have equipment says
Kirk. Yep we’ll carry it in tha back of the jeep. Well
says Kirk time is a waisten lets’s get this equipment
loaded. Itchiee says what is that thar thing? That’s
a smoker used for smoke testing. Let me help you
put it in the back says Scratchie. He grabs the one
handle and pulls Kirk to the Jeepster and as they lift
the smoker to put it in the back Scratchie sneezes
and sprays Kirk with Chaw juice. Kirk drops his
side and Scratchie drops his side and Kirk gets the
full force on his of the equipment on his foot which
drops him to the ground. John comes to his aid and
beds over to help him up and Itchiee opens the door
and hits John in the head and he sees stars and ends
up sitting on the ground in a daze with his back
against Kirk’s. They both take a few minutes to
come to their senses and help each other up and as
they look around they see that there is no Jeepster,
no Itchiee and no Scratchie. They were gone
without a sound or a good bye. John looks at Kirk
and says well I guess this Technical Assistance call
is over. Kirk says I guess so, let’s eat.
Strange things happen in Coon Hollow!
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Where is This in PA?
Ed Bockhouse
Manns Choice Harrison Township
Joint Municipal Authority
Ed Bockhouse was the Summer 2008 winner
of the Where is This in Pa? Contest. Ed
guessed the Herline Covered Bridge. At 136
feet, this is the longest of all of the covered
bridges in Bedford County. The Herline
Covered Bridge crosses the Raystown branch
of the Juniata River just north of Manns
Choice, Pennsylvania. It is a burr truss design.
It was built in 1902 and refurbished in 1997.
It is located along Watson Road, about a mile
north of Manns Choice. This is a state owned
bridge and is in excellent condition and ready
for your Sunday drive.

FAX us at (814) 353-9341 or E-mail us at prwa@prwa.com.
WWW.PRWA.COM
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A tool for Monitoring,
Managing, and
Maintaining the
Water / Wastewater
System

As every operator knows, managing a water or wastewater system is a challenge. With more
and more data available and increasing regulation and oversight, how can operators keep track of
it all? Many water/wastewater suppliers are turning to geographic information systems (GIS) to help
them monitor, manage, and maintain their system.
What, exactly, is a GIS? It is a powerful computer application that can store and analyze
information for your system – pipe inverts, manholes, fire hydrants, stormwater outfalls – and, more
importantly, show you on a map where everything is located. Let’s say, for example, you want to
set up a plan for inspecting manholes. The GIS can keep track of which manholes have already
been inspected, and which ones are scheduled for next inspection/service year. You can input the
date of inspection, the manhole condition, and pipe invert elevations. As you enter data from the
field inspections, the GIS can display maps – you can visually see what areas have already been
inspected, and which manholes have problems.
If you run a water system, a GIS can be created to keep track of the entire system’s infrastructure
– intakes, wells, tanks, pipes, valves, pumps, hydrants, and meters. Data is transferred from old paper
plans to the GIS, where it can easily be updated. The GIS can store valuable information like pipe
diameters, hydrant numbers, materials, inspections and flushing, sampling and testing, elevation,
roughness, and pressure. In addition, the GIS can be used as a management tool – you can query
and map maintenance activities, determine the best location for shut-offs, and flag the properties that
will be affected.
A GIS is equally useful for wastewater and stormwater systems. It can keep track of pipes,
swales, end walls, inlets, and manholes – all of which can be overlaid on three-dimensional terrain.
If you have a combined system, or if sewer overflows are a problem, data in the GIS can be queried
and analyzed to find out more about the system in the problem areas. This analysis would help
identify the factors contributing to the problem.
Once the GIS has been developed for the water or wastewater system, other applications
make it user-friendly for the operators and staff.  For example, a program called ArcPad allows you
to upload data from the GIS onto a hand-held device, go out into the field for inspections or repairs,
and then download the new information back to the GIS. ArcPad makes data entry easier for field
personnel, reduces the likelihood for mistakes when copying field notes, and ensures that the GIS is
kept up-to-date.
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by:

Abdul Abdelrasoul,
GIS Specialist
610.621.2000
abdul.abdelrasou.@ssmgroup.com

Contact:

Eileen Kaley,
Marketing Director
610.621.2000
eileen.kaley@ssmgroup.com
Are you interested in source water protection? A GIS can keep track of the many factors that
affect your raw water supply. Land use, land ownership, zoning, land slopes, soil types, geology, water
quality, and possible contamination sources can all be input to the GIS.  Analyzing these features can
help you identify threats to your water supply and possible strategies for protecting it.
The most difficult part of using a GIS is getting started. Data from your system has to be input
from existing plans or drawings. But once the GIS is up and running, it is an invaluable tool for the
day-to-day  management and operation of your system. It can be used as an effective planning tool
for future protection and expansion. It can produce maps that help you identify patterns, features,
and problems in your system. And lastly, GIS provides the means of storing and communicating the
overall system knowledge that is usually stored in the head of a senior staff member approaching the
golden years.
Abdul Abdelrasoul – GIS Specialist
a Clark University, MA, M.A., International Development and GIS, 1996
a University of Khartoum, Sudan, B.A. (Honors), Geography, 1992
a Mr. Abdelrasoul has experience managing complex GIS projects for utilities, local
government, and industry, including GIS strategic planning, database design and
development, system integration, system implementation, and extensive spatial
analysis, modeling and application development.
SPOTTS | STEVENS | McCOY
Spotts, Stevens and McCoy, Inc. is an engineering and consulting firm serving government, education,
healthcare, industrial, and commercial clients in Pennsylvania, across the United States and in
the Caribbean. The staff of management consultants, engineers, geologists, surveyors, planners,
landscape architects, and software developers integrates innovative technologies with sound
engineering and scientific methods to provide practical solutions. From traditional design engineering
services to web-based information management systems, SSM’s resources deliver solutions.
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Thank
You
Letters

Salute
Our
Staff

Please direct thank you letters to John Hood, PRWA, 138 West Bishop St, Bellefonte, PA 16823
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CHEMICAL METERIN6 PUMPS
• Handle .,.a.ltle• In e x ce•• of' !!i, DDO c JBI;

pump chtemlcalll that Dff'-ga• t • odlum
hgpochlorltte] wffhDut binding.

• !iuctl on Uft to i!D ~'teet; IDftX. c..,.,.atle•
,._, rs gph to 3DO gph.

• D egeeelng heed fOr .odlunt hypochlorite.
!iee www. neptunef. conJ fOr video.

• l(yner 1...-1 tbr -=*&; PIIC &
• D.DI

3fli!i§ mmBebl/e.

to i!D gph.

• 600:1 tunJdown.

• Ad]u• tablte fD:f turndown by
tnlcrometer dia l ; v a riable
• peed option a llow•
e ubNne ted tfDw cuntrol.

• Manual, pulee

or 4-i!D mA l npub.

• CDntrol lnte rlocl( end

output~~.

• Uquld entm evall. In PVC,
Kyner, end 3f6!i!i.

Serl.,. 7000 Mechanlml
Dlnplarllgm Metering Pump
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Department of Environmental Protection
Commonwealth News Bureau
Room 308, Main Capitol Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
CONTACT: Neil Weaver
(717) 787-1323

NEW RESOURCES AVAILABLE
TO HELP CLEAN UP LEAKING, UNDERGROUND HEATING OIL TANKS
HARRISBURG – Anyone who owns a leaking underground heating oil tank that holds up to 3,000 gallons
can apply for financial assistance to help pay for corrective actions, the Department of Environmental
Protection said today.
“Underground storage tanks that leak heating oil pose a threat to the environment and the public’s health,”
said DEP Waste, Air and Radiation Management Deputy Secretary Thomas Fidler. “Additionally, with heating
oil prices having doubled in the past year, it’s important that tank owners take steps now to conserve fuel and
their investment.”
Fidler said DEP has streamlined the grant application process and has eliminated a requirement that the
application be notarized. Additionally, the application form’s length has been reduced from four pages to two.
Up to $500,000 per year is available for grants through the underground heating oil tank cleanup
reimbursement program for those who own tanks that have experienced a leak anytime since Jan. 30, 1998.
The tanks must have a capacity of 3,000 gallons or less and be used to store heating oil that is consumed on
the site where it is stored.
The reimbursement is limited to the actual costs of corrective action or $4,000, whichever is less. A $1,000
deductible must first be paid by the tank owner. The reimbursement and deductible apply on a per tank basis.
Costs that are eligible for reimbursement include excavating, emptying, cleaning, removing, transporting
and disposing of a leaking storage tank; excavating contaminated soil; soil and water sampling and analysis;
transporting and disposing wastes; and restoring disturbed or contaminated areas by backfilling, grading and
re-vegetating.
The costs associated with removing underground storage tanks that have not leaked or repairing aboveground
heating oil tanks—including those located in basements or cellars—are not eligible for reimbursement.
For more information about the program, visit www.depweb.state.pa.us, keyword: “storage tank cleanup,” or
e-mail tankcleanup@state.pa.us.
Information is also available by calling 717-783-9475 or any DEP regional office. Regional office numbers
can be located by clicking the appropriate region of the map on the left side on DEP’s homepage.
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PRWA is celebraring irs 20rh Anniversary! Over rhe nexl year. we will recognize all ofourfounding PRWA
System Members in the Keystone Tap. We are grarefu/ 10 the members below who have been with PRWA since rhe
ve1y beginning and helped us ro become an ever improving association. Thank You!

*

Knox Borough
Join Date: July 1988

Knox Bo~h is located in Clarion Counly, PA. Knox Bofough provides water and sewer service to approximately 600 customers in Knox Bo~h
and Beaver Townshlp. Jack E. Blsh, Jr. Is the PA!$ident of CouncU and Sharon K. Heeter is the SecretaryfTreasurer

1:f

Borough of Lake City
Join Date: July 1988

The ~h of Lake Cily, located in Erie Counly, has provided its 2,811 residents with the highest quality of water and wastewater treatment since
1926. The five borough employees consislenUy strive to meet or exceed today's high water quality standards. Lynn Becker has been the borough
manager since 2001. The entire staff at Lake City would like to thank Pf/.WA for your editions of the Keystone Tap Magazine!

*

Mount Jewett Borough Authority
Join Date: August 1988

The Mt. Jewett Borough Authorily is located in MI. Jewett Bofough (McKean Counly). The Mt. Jewett Bofough Authorily serves customers in the
Borough of MI. Jewett part of Hamlin Township. Thank you PRWA lor all your continued hard work on behalf of our facillly!

*Bethesda Child ren's Home
Join Date: Sep tember 1988
The Bethesda Children's Home is located in Meadville, Crawford Counly, PA. They serve a pcpulation of approximately 150 customers. The Bethesda
Children's Home contact is Rob Lewis.

* Sprin g Towns hip Water Authority
Join Date: September 1988
The Spring Township Water Authority Is located In Bellefonte, PA, Centre Counly, and services approximately 1,385customers. Board Chairman is
Douglas Weikel and the Water Operator is Gregory Yearick.
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LATERAL TAPS
4• through t6•

LINE STOPS
4• througl! 12"

VALVE INSERTIONS
4• through 12•

SERVICE TAPS
314" through 2•

George W. Crum
&b Blough 11
President
Vice President
District I
District 5. Jenner Area
SW Delaware l.Oun~L-...,.-~
Joint Scwcr,..A
_u;.;t;.;
h......,,...........,

Guy Shaffer
Asst. SecretaryfTreasurer
District 4
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Bla ine Rhodes
District6
Venango Water

Dave Quinn
Treasurer
District 2
Cove Village

Herb Mattern
District 3
East Petersburg Rno•nu<oh
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Featured
Water
System

North East Borough
North East Borough is located in Erie County
along the shores of Lake Erie, twenty miles east of
Erie. It serves two public water systems (North East
Borough and North East Township) with 2926 service
connections and 9292 customers. The water system is
a conventional system capable of producing 7.5 MGD.
North East is heavily populated with concord grapes
along with numerous wineries and Welch’s, which
produces many different jellies and juices and shipped
worldwide. There is also a considerable amount of
industry.
North East is home of the annual Cherry
Festival, which is the local fire departments way of
generating monies for the purchase of their firefighting
equipment. It is usually held the 2nd week of July. The
Cherry Festival has for many years been the largest
fireman’s parade in the state of Pennsylvania. The
Cherry Festival brings in as many as 50,000 people
annually. North East is also the home of the Annual
Wine Country Harvest Festival held in the last week
of September, which brings in as many as 20,000
people. It is also home of the Annual Ribfest which
will guarantee good food, music, and entertainment.
The Annual Ribfest is usually held the 3rd weekend of
August.
Borough Council originally recognized the
need for a municipal water supply in 1869. At that time
the population was 900. They adopted a resolution
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that formed a committee to hire a civil engineer and
plan a water supply system, authorized the issuance
of 200 bonds at $100 each, and also formed another
committee to execute the financing of the project.
An engineer was hired and made an estimate for the
project but due to considerable opposition, no further
action was taken. In 1873 three borough residences
once again attempted to promote the water system
and again the idea was nixed. The big hang up this
time was whether to use nearby springs or a nearby
stream for the water source.
In August 1884 a serious fire burned one hotel,
one church, the opera house, two dwellings, and 22
businesses in just a few hours. This of course made
everybody cognizant of the need for more water. At
the council meeting held in December 1884 there was
a large turn out of residences that was promoting a
municipal water supply. At this time there were two
options for the system. Those options would be either
a gravity system or cisterns. The cisterns would be
located in the borough. The gravity system had a price
tag of $20,000, while the cistern idea was estimated at
$10,000.
Finally in April 1885, an ordinance was
adopted giving the Burgess and council authority to
provide the Borough with the water system. In August
of the same year an agreement was made to purchase
land and rights of way to install the system. The
original source that provided water to the borough
consisted of numerous springs that were hooked
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together and flowed into the newly constricted finished
water reservoir that held 4.0 million gallons. Also a
main pipeline to supply water to the center of town
was installed. A distribution system was initialized the
following year in 1886 to provide water to individual
customers. The distribution system was expanded
every year thereafter.
The demand for water grew so fast that in
1890 the water department started to pump water from
nearby 16 mile creek. Burden Springs were added to
the system in 1894 and all other available springs were
added to the system in 1899. These sources were still
not sufficient to meet the rapidly growing demand, so
Grahamville Reservoir was constructed in 1906 with
a water surface of 16 acres. The depth at the dam was
19 feet and provided 35 million gallons storage which
would be able to flow by gravity to the finished water
reservoir known as Fairchild Reservoir where a small
filter was added in 1908. This provided the type of
water that allowed the town to grow.
The Smith farm was purchased in 1922 and
Smith Reservoir was constructed. A water Filtration
Plant was constructed in 1924 which included two
filters. This plant was capable of providing 1.2 MGD
of filtered water if and when needed.
The Eaton Water Reserve was purchased from
Thurman Bull in 1936 and a reservoir known as Eaton
Reservoir was built. This reservoir was more commonly
known as “Bull Dam.” Eaton Reservoir would cover
250 acres and provided 990 million gallons of water
storage. This construction also included a 12” gravity
tile line along the banks of 16 mile creek which could
deliver from either branch of 16 mile creek to the filter
plant by gravity.
The filter plant capacity was doubled in 1949
to provide 2.4 MGD. In 1955 a water authority was
formed and a gravity line was constructed to deliver
water from Smith Reservoir to the filter plant by
gravity through a 24” steel line then reduced to 18”.
In 1964 the filter plant was enlarged to 3.9
MGD. French Creek Pump Station was also built
during the same year. The French Creek supply gave
us the ability to pump up to 7 MGD from French
Creek into Eaton Reservoir. This would only be used
in the future to replenish Eaton if the natural rainfall
and runoff would not be enough to fill Eaton Reservoir
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by the springtime of any given year. In 1972 the Filter
Plant was fitted with automatic equipment so the plant
could run unmanned 24/7. In 1973 backwash waste
treatment facilities were completed.
In 1986 a 70 KW Hydro Electric Generator
was installed at the Filtration Plant in the Smith Line,
taking advantage of the gravity pressure, generating
enough electricity to operate the Filter Plant plus
selling to GPU Energy an average of 18,000 KWH of
power each month.
Most recently in 2004, a construction project
was completed with many changes taken place to
increase capacity and to improve water quality. The
project was engineered by Hill Engineering Company
from North East. An intake line into nearby Lake Erie
was constructed along with two pump stations and a
transmission line which would give us the ability to
pump water out of Lake Erie up to the water filtration
plant. North East is currently utilizing Lake Erie as its
primary water source. It has proven to be a tremendous
asset to the water system. We have been able to cut our
chemical costs by 300% and are currently meeting all
Federal and State Regulations. A major upgrade to the
filtration plant was also completed at this time. Three
filters would be added giving us a total of 9 filters. The
new filters were fitted with the newer technology of air
scour backwash from F B Leopold Company (currently
ITT). The other 6 filters were also retrofitted with the
new air scour backwash system. We would also add
two more sedimentation basins and flocculation basins
along with the Clari-trac sludge removal system from
Leopold. A silo was also put into place giving us the
ability to more cost affectively feed activated carbon
for taste and odor control. The electrical contractor for
the entire project was Church & Murdock Electric out
of nearby Erie, Pa.
In 2007 the North East Borough Water
Department undertook the task of replacing the
majority of water meters in the distribution system
purchased from Neptune Technology Group. The
replacing of water meters has proven to be well worth
the money spent; water losses went down while
increasing revenue. With all of the recent upgrades
North East Borough should be able to meet the needs
of the water community for many years to come.
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July
23-24

2008
Keystone
Cup

Complete photo album at www.prwa.com

Thank You

Sponsors!

Champions

1st Place - Utilishield
Bob Faye, Mickey Kenney, Sam Scarfone, Joe Hohman
Putting Contest Winner - Mickey Kenney

2nd Place - Sensus Metering Systems
John Presloid, Jim Schugarts, Jim Hunter, Tom Gray

Raffle Ticket and GPS Winner - Mike Henry

Hole Sponsors
A.Y. McDonald
CWM Environmental
Eichelbergers (hole in one sponsor)
Entech Engineering
Exeter Supply
Ferguson Waterworks
Ford Meter Box
KLH Engineers
L/B Water Service
Larson Design
Mueller Company
National Road Utility Supply
PA Water Specialties
Sensus Metering
The EADS Group
Trombold Equipment
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Thinking Outside the Box
by John Buskirk
Wastewater Training Technician
jbuskirk@prwa.com
Well, as I have been traveling around, I
continue to be amazed at the skills and vision that
the operators have in this field. The last couple
issues in our magazine I have shared with you about
the changes Hyndman Borough, and Beccaria –
Coalport - Irvona Municipal Authority have made to
their sludge bagger systems to make their jobs more
efficient and save their municipalities money. This
issue I would like to share with you another unique
idea the staff at Mid-Centre County Authority
came up with to assist in the loading of their sludge
dumpster with sludge from their sludge press.
The problem I see with a lot of the sludge cake
discharges from the presses at the facilities I visit is
that they discharge into one pile in the dumpster.
The dilemma with this is that the dumpster only
fills in the center. This results in either the operator
climbing up on the dumpster and raking the pile to
one end of the dumpster or the other to level the pile
out or moving the dumpster back and forth. As you
can imagine, the raking can be very labor intensive
but more importantly the operator is at times in a
very awkward position trying to rake this sludge
creating a very serious safety factor. Trying to move
this dumpster can also be a problem. First of all, you
will need some type of equipment (tractor, backhoe,
etc) to move it and what damage will this cause to
the surface beyond your dumpster pad?

The staff at Mid-Centre County Authority
created a way to distribute sludge in their dumpster
evenly by thinking outside the box. After researching
their options and realizing the cost would be outside
their budget, they decided this was something they
could put together on their own. With that, a few
modifications was conducted that converted a
hay conveyor into Mid-Centre’s very own sludge
conveyor (pictured below), eliminating the need
to move their dumpster back and forth for an even
sludge distribution.
The first modification that
needed to be done to the conveyor was the closing
in of the topside of the conveyor, but leaving three
openings (one on each end and one in the middle).

Welding 16-gauge steel in place to close this top
section of the conveyor solved this dilemma. Slide
gates were put in place where the three openings
were left. The final modification was to place flat
stock over every other set of teeth that was previously
used to pull the hay bails along the conveyor.
This allowed the sludge to be delivered along the
conveyor and dropped through where one of the
three selected opening would be opened to allow an
even distribution of sludge in their dumpster.
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Once all these modifications were completed
the new sludge conveyor was put in place above the
dumpster with sticks of all thread. A 1 ½ HP motor
was used to drive the chain drive that delivered the
sludge down the conveyor. The total cost for the hay
conveyor, labor, and parts was $4,500. With the new
conveyor system Mid-Centre was able to sell the
vehicle they used to move their dumpster to offset
the cost.
Great Job Mid-Centre!!! Be safe and I’ll see
ya by the stream,

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Financial Justification for
Leak Detection
by Glenn Cowles
Water Circuit Rider
gcowles@prwa.com
Why do leak detection? The answer seems
obvious – to find water leaks, right? When must you
do leak detection? Again the answer seems obvious
– when you have a leak that is affecting either your
plant operation or your system’s ability to supply
water to your customers.
One reason systems don’t purchase leak
detection equipment is that they have not been
educated about the nature of water leaks. There are a
significant number of people who are involved in the
management and/or operation of water utilities that
are not aware that many water line leaks never come
to the surface. Why don’t all leaks surface?
u Geology – Many lines are installed in areas where
fractures in the rock formations underneath the
lines allow water to escape into the surrounding
ground.
u Line Installations – The bedding of many lines
provide excellent “French Drains” for the water
to follow before escaping.
u Proximity of Other Avenues of Escape – Storm
sewers, sewer lines, stream crossings, etc. can all
carry evidence of a leak great distances without
being noticed.
At what point, then do many utilities begin
to “step up” leak detection efforts? Many systems
regularly compare the amount of water produced

and/or purchased to metered usage and sales arriving
at a percentage of unaccounted for water. There are
several problems associated with the exclusive use
of this type of “water audit.”
u Percentage of unaccounted for water is a
relative measurement. Let’s say a system
produces 300,000 gallons per day (GPD) with
a 30% (90,000 GPD) unaccounted for water
loss. Suppose that a new factory is built in
the community that purchases 300,000 GPD.
The water system’s production now doubles
to 600,000 GPD with the loss of 90,000 GPD
remaining the same. The percent of unaccounted
for water now drops to 15% but the “Real Water
Loss (90,000 GPD)” did not change.
u Industry professionals to describe water loss no
longer use the term “Unaccounted for Water”.
Percentage of unaccounted for water was not
calculated consistently throughout the industry,
leading to different interpretations about what the
degree of a utilities response to the information
should be. The terms “Total Water Loss
(TWL)”-Water supplied minus authorized usage,
“Apparent Water Loss (AWL)”- All unauthorized
consumption, plus meter inaccuracies plus, data
handling errors, and “Real Water Loss (RWL)”Total water loss minus apparent water loss are
now being used.
u This type of water audit does not evaluate the
financial costs of water loss, not allowing boards
and managers to make good decisions related
to leak detection. These decisions in turn will
negatively impact the utilities long-term financial
viability. Unfortunately many board and council
members relate financial responsibility to not
spending any money at all, resulting in the
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purchase of leak detection equipment and an
ongoing leak detection program never receiving
a serious consideration. Because many systems
own their water source, treatment facilities, and
distribution systems, the “Hidden Costs” remains
unnoticed to management or are considered to be
the price of being in the water business.
Costs associated with “Lost” water include.
u Higher production costs (chemicals, electricity,
machinery and equipment, and personnel.)
u Lost revenues (inability to recover any production
costs associated with “lost” water lowers net
income.)
u Increased capital improvement costs to replace
lost capacity.
u Inability to procure certain types of funding for
capital improvement projects due to questions
about the system’s long-term viability.
To provide a more complete understanding of
water loss and its effects, a comprehensive water audit
should be performed annually. This requires details
such as sampling for meter accuracy throughout the
system, calibration details for residential and large
meters, and examining all pumping costs. A number
of different free audit program spreadsheet packages
are available on the Internet, such as the AWWA
Water Audit Software.
If a system does not own or have the ability
to immediately purchase leak detection equipment,
they can still begin preparing for leak detection
efforts.
u Meters – Calibrate commercial and production
meters
w Accuracy not only approves accountability it
also improves revenues.
w Make sure meters are being read.
u Valves – They enhance the ability to isolate
sections of the distribution system
w
Many distribution systems in small
utilities are minimally/inadequately valved.
w Many utilities can benefit from the addition
of well-placed valves. When conducting
line maintenance and/or repairs, install a
new valve (when it is in a position to make a
WWW.PRWA.COM

difference) while the line is already exposed.
w Make sure adequate valving is installed in all
new installations.
w Valves permit the utility to isolate the section
when it is advantageous and/or necessary to
do so; they also provide excellent “listening
posts” for leak surveys.
u Enhance the Ability to “Track” Leaks
w Make sure that tracer wire is properly
installed on all new, non-metallic water
lines.
Starting a leak detection program shows
fiscal responsibility, responsible use of the
resource, keeping user fees and questions about
the management of the system at a minimum, and
consumer confidence high. If you don’t think
consumer confidence is a big deal, remember who
approves bond referendums for capital improvement
projects and influences prospective rate increases.
Many times I have suggested to water systems
that they would be well advised to purchase leak
detection and or leak monitoring equipment and start
a leak detection program, to which I hear the reply “
We’d like to, but we can’t afford it” The reality is
that most systems can’t afford not to.
Source: Andy Crocker, Training Specialist, Virginia
Rural Water Association, 2008 NRWA In-Service
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A Time For Change
by Matt Genchur
Source Water Protection Specialist
mgenchur@prwa.com
Greetings all!
As we welcome another Fall with leaves and
temperatures changing, I find that my life is doing
the same. As of this article, my wife Beth and I will
have welcomed our second child into the family
(yes, we just had one before) – another girl, which
apparently is the PRWA way. So, obviously things
are a little hectic in good ol’ Tyrone, but as we did
with our first, we will figure it out.
Also changing is source water protection for
PRWA. No, they didn’t change the rules or make
it mandatory. What has changed is our approach
to getting systems involved in the process. As of
July, we created a new course (#3186) – SWP for

Micro Systems, and have already seen the benefits
of this approach. Basically, we’re taking source
water protection to the “little guys” and offering
them a chance to sit down with one of us, talk about
their situation and system, and throughout the class
deliver a plan at their feet. It does require a little
“homework”, but ultimately the nature of the course
lends itself to an efficient process that helps both the
system and PRWA meet our collective goals.
In our first round of classes in the NW
region, we offered direct assistance to 12 systems
in a 2 month period between the class and followup visits. I feel that this method worked very well
for the type of system we were trying to recruit –
small community systems with few sources and few
threats. Our target audience at PRWA has always
been to help the “little guy”, and this new course is
right on target. So, if you are one of the “little guys”,
be on the lookout for this course coming to your area
soon. We are following this general class schedule:
NC region – September
SW region – November
SE region – January
SC region – March
NE region – May
If you have any questions, please contact
myself, Joel or Don and we’ll be happy to answer
anything you want to know about the course.
Enjoy the changing leaves, steer clear of
the deer, and if you see me on the road - offer your
condolences.
Until next issue…
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First Prize:
$500.00 Gas G
Second Prize: $350.00 Gas Gi
Third Prize: $150.00 Gas t:ifli,

Rules:
Ending Date of contest:

9/ 30/ 08
•cnntingcnl upon a mimmum

mtnes

nrsoo

Eligibility - State Rural Water Associations
Contest: State Associations that promote Water
System personnel logging onto WWW.H20XPO.ORG and having the largest numbers of
water system personnel completed surveys by
September 30, 2008 (including name, address
and demographic information) will win the
respective prizes as stated above.
• A minimum of2S entries required for state eligibility for pri:r.e cat:cgorics.
• Survey may alliO be acces.~ through www nrw:s.org

T he first 1000 system personnel completing the
survey will be mailed a H20-XPO " T-Sbirt"
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Working with Chemicals
by Kurt McFadden
Wastewater Training Technician
kmcfadden@prwa.com
Hello everyone; Fall is a great time here in
Pennsylvania. The colorful foliage, football, cooler
weather and hunting season all combine to make this
my favorite time of the year. Fall is a great time to
get some of those jobs done before the bitter cold of
winter arrives and much of our time will be spent
dealing with the added workload of cold weather
operations. It seems to me that every ten degrees
below freezing the temperature drops, the workload
around a wastewater treatment plant doubles. With
this in mind, take full advantage of the nice days of
fall.
Chemicals have become a major part of
our everyday lives, whether at home or in the work

place, we deal with them daily. In the wastewater
profession we use them to enhance treatment
processes, help mask and control odor problems.
We use chemicals to remove grease and roots from
collection systems and help control rodents and
vectors around treatment plants and lift stations. The
chemicals we use make our jobs much easier and
help us to work more efficiently if used correctly.
However, if mishandled or abused, chemicals can
cause great damage to our systems and ourselves.
Here are a few things to think about when working
with chemicals:
· Are the chemicals approved for use by your
regulatory agency?
· How much and what concentration of the
chemical will be needed?
· What are the hazards to the workers applying the
chemicals, the wastewater treatment plant, and
receiving waters down stream?
· Is the method of application done correctly to
assure the chemical will do the intended task?
· Is the chemical cost effective?
· Are weather conditions correct for application?
· And finally, is the chemical supplier willing
to guarantee the performance of their product
without adverse effects on the system?
Try and consider some of these questions
the next time you purchase or apply chemicals and
you should get the most out of the chemicals we use
everyday. I appreciate all questions and comments to
kmcfadden@prwa.com.
Best Regards,
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Governor Signs
Infrastructure Funding Legislation
$1.2 Billion to be Available
through CFA and PENNVEST

On July 9, 2008, Governor Edward G. Rendell signed
into law a historic investment in the state’s infrastructure at the
Mechanicsburg Wastewater Treatment Plant in Cumberland
County.  Acts 631  and 642  of 2008 will provide up to $1.2 billion in new investments to
ensure safe, clean water and safer communities. Specifically, Act 63 provides $800 million
over the next 10 years for critical water, sewer, flood control projects and repairs to unsafe,
high-hazard dams in areas outside of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh.  The debt service on the
bond will be repaid using uncommitted game revenues distributed by the Commonwealth
Financing Authority (CFA).  Act 64 will place a referendum on the November ballot asking
voters to approve an additional $400 million for improvements in public drinking water and
wastewater systems, including innovative, cost-effective strategies such as nutrient trading.  
If approved, the funding would be used for grants and loans to be administered by the
Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority (PENNVEST).
Under both acts, the 183 publicly-owned wastewater systems in Pennsylvania that are
facing federal mandates to reduce the amount of nutrient pollution in the Susquehanna and
Potomac river basins and downstream in the Chesapeake Bay will be eligible for additional
support.  The grants and loans may be directed towards plant upgrades, but other more
cost-effective options – such as nutrient credit trading, water conservation and water reuse
– may also be eligible.
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) will work with the CFA and
PENNVEST in evaluating projects to ensure applicants are pursuing measures that result in
the lowest cost to Pennsylvania’s citizens and communities.
In Pennsylvania, there are 900 community drinking water facilities and 1,100
community wastewater operations that are owned by a municipality or municipal authority
that would qualify for grants ranging $500,000 to $20 million through the CFA under Act 63.  
If approved by the voters, Act 64 would provide $200 million in grants and $200 million in
loans through PENNVEST to be allocated according to the type of project and the size of
the system.
“While these measures are a step in the right direction, they will by no means close
the almost $20 billion gap in funding for Pennsylvania’s water infrastructure needs,” said
Governor Rendell.  “We need continued funding as well as an in-depth examination of at
non-structural alternatives such as best management practices and right-sizing.”3
As part of his efforts to address Pennsylvania’s aging water-related infrastructure,
Governor Rendell established the Sustainable Water Infrastructure Task Force through
executive order. The task force is responsible for calculating an estimate of total water
Continued on page 51
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The BMP Challenge
by Don Muir
Source Water Protection Specialist
dmuir@prwa.com
Did you know that agriculture is one
of the largest contributors to water pollution in
Pennsylvania? Run-off containing sediment,
pesticides, fertilizer, and animal waste all adversely
affect both ground water and surface water. One
of the largest programs to help reduce agricultural
water pollution is the Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) and Conservation Reserve Enhancement
Program (CREP).
The Conservation Reserve Program and the
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program are
federal-state natural resource conservation programs
where participants remove suitable cropland and
marginal pastureland from agricultural production
and convert the land to buffer practices with native
grasses, trees, wetlands and other covers in return
for financial incentives from USDA’s Farm Service
Agency. Land is voluntarily enrolled in the program
in contracts of 10 to 15 years. CREP is only one
option. There are many “Best Management Practices”
that can be employed to reduce agricultural water
pollution. For more information, locate your local
Farm Service Agency office at this website http://
www.fsa.usda.gov/edso.
In addition to CRP and CREP, through
the American Farmland Trust www.farmland.org,
Pennsylvania farms are eligible for a new initiative to
enhance source water protection, the BMP challenge.
Fertilizer runoff has been linked to the contamination
of local watersheds and to the creation of more than
150 hypoxic dead zones in rivers, gulfs, bays and
oceans worldwide. Conventional tillage methods
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can impact air quality and cause soil erosion. One
of the best ways to shrink the dead zones is reducing
the over-application of nitrogen fertilizers. Reduced
tillage practices burn less fossil fuels, help reduce
the release of greenhouse gases from the soil into
the air by sequestering carbon and stem soil runoff
into lakes, rivers and stream (http://www.farmland.
org/resources/bmpchallenge/default.asp).
The BMP Challenge programs work to give
farmers an opportunity to test reduced nutrient
and tillage rates on their fields, without worrying
about loss to their income. The BMP Challenge
can work directly with farmers, through watershed/
conservation districts, and with other organizations,
to reduce nutrient and sediment outputs to local
waterways and educate farmers on BMPs. Traditional
fertilizer rates or tillage practices are used on a
check strip in each enrolled field. The BMP fertilizer
rates or tillage practices are used on the balance of
the field. Crop yields are assessed at harvest, and
any farmer experiencing lower yields with the BMP
fertilizer application rate or tillage practice will be
reimbursed the difference. In any one year, BMPs
may not result in maximum yields, but they are
designed to deliver maximum economic returns over
time.
In general, farmers will earn as much as using
typical fertilizer application rates, and in most years,
have been putting more dollars in their pockets. If
participating farmers do earn more by taking the
challenge, they are asked to contribute 33% of their
fertilizer savings – up to a maximum of $6 per acre.
This contribution ensures that other farmers will be
able to experience “The Challenge.”
These are two win – win programs that in the
long run can save both you and your neighboring
farm community money.
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Continued from page 49
infrastructure needs facing the commonwealth and identifying innovative technical,
operational and financing strategies to meet the state’s needs. The group of legislative,
business, municipal and public interest leaders will issue a report by Oct. 1 that provides
recommendations and financing options to support water-related services in the Governor’s
fiscal year 2009-10 budget proposal.
We expect that there will be fierce competition among communities for PENNVEST
and CFA funding, particularly those communities seeking to comply with the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy.  Remember, the longer you wait the more expensive those
infrastructure repairs and replacement projects will become.
Erik A. Ross is a Government Relations Associate with Delta
Development Group, Inc.  He may be reached at eross@deltaone.com
.  Delta Development Group specializes in securing public funding through
legislation and economic development programs and offers an exemplary
track record of leveraging funds for a wide array of clients and projects, both
within Pennsylvania and nationally.

1. http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&sessYr=2007&sessInd=0&billBody=
S&billTyp=B&billNbr=0002&pn=2294
2. http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&sessYr=2007&sessInd=0&billBody=
S&billTyp=B&billNbr=1341&pn=2292
3. Governor’s Press Office, “Pennsylvania’s Citizens, Communities to Benefit from Cleaner Water, Improved
Infrastructure as Governor Rendell Signs SB 2, SB 1341,” 7/9/08
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What’s On Tap?
by Chris Shutt
Water Circuit Rider
clshutt@prwa.com
I would like to say Thank You to all our good
friends that in the past have helped me do my job in
one way or another. I say this because we at PRWA and
you are family. We are here because of you. Without
you there would be no need for us and that is a good
thing. You have entrusted us with your confidence that
together as an association can better serve you.
For those of you who do not know, we have
many resources for you to draw from. Such as,
Water, Wastewater, Ground water, Source water, and
Training personnel that can provide onsite assistance,
answer questions over the phone, or point you in the
right direction. Another resource is our equipment.
We have equipment for loan such as line locators
and leak detectors as well as ferrous metal locators.
This equipment is here for you to use if you choose
at no charge other than to pay the UPS shipping when
your loan time is up. The equipment can be borrowed
by a system member just by calling the office. If
the equipment is available you can borrow it for ten
working days from the first day you receive it from us
in the mail. You mail the equipment back to us at your
cost when your time is up..
Please note that it is very important that you
have a working knowledge of this equipment before
you proceed to use it. If you do not know how to use
it then one of our field staff or I will train you on the
equipment with an onsite visit. With this knowledge
comes a responsibility that falls squarely on your

shoulders. That responsibility is the care of the
equipment. This equipment not only belongs to PRWA
but it belongs to every member of the association.
Over the many years I have been at PRWA
there has been loaned equipment that has never been
returned or has come back damaged. The equipment
is sensitive and is made to be rugged but not abused.
I accuse no one of wrong doing, though in the past
we have had equipment returned broken and beat
up. It takes money and resources for us to have
this repaired. If we all take the time to learn to use
these things properly we can keep it longer and use
it more effectively for years to come. So when you
borrow it and something does not work please inform
us immediately and we will make repairs as soon as
possible.
The leak detectors get the most abuse. When
you loan one, there are two simple tests you can do
to make sure it works. First plug in the headset to the
amplifier and then the microphone cord. Then plug
it into the contact microphone. Set the volume, then
press the button to listen while scraping your finger
across the tip of the microphone. If you hear a loud and
deafening noise then it works, if not then something
is wrong! Do the same with the ground microphone
except put the microphone on the ground and scrape
your foot near the mic on the ground, if there is no
sound then something is wrong.
With all that said if you’re going to help
yourself I want the equipment to work for you! So
remember “Be Proud of What you do and do it Well”!

P.S.
Did you know it
takes 408 gallons of water
to produce one half of a
boneless/skinless
chicken
breast?
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MATH TEST
1. The volume of a cylinder with a radius of 5 ft and a height of 8 ft is ___ ft3.
a. 251
b. 328
c. 451
d. 628
2. One pound per square inch of pressure will raise water ___ ft.
a. 2.31
b. 10.5
c. 62.5
d. 1728
3. What is the volume of a settling tank 100 ft long. 25 ft wide, and 8 ft deep?
a. 16,000 ft3
b. 20,000 ft3
c. 25,000 ft3
d. 36,200 ft3
4. A wastewater treatment plant receives an average flow of 261 gpm. What is the
daily total flow to the plant?
a. 0.32 mgd
b. 0.38 mgd
c. 0.48 mgd
d. 1.4 mgd
5. The discharge pressure gauge on a pump reads 15 psi. This is equivalent to ___ ft
of head.
a. 5
b. 10
c. 25
d. 35
6. What is the surface area of a clarifier 40 ft in diameter?
a. 422 ft2
b. 630 ft2
c. 1120 ft2
d. 1256 ft2

Answers: 1 d, 2 a, 3 b, 4 b, 5 d, 6 d

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Great Leaders
Want to be a great leader? Michael Harvey, writing in the Journal of Leadership
& Organizational Studies, identifies curiosity as a trait that “stimulates learning and ,
concurrently, increases the effectiveness of decision making and quality management in
the global marketplace.” Curious leaders excel at problem solving by intuitively filling
gaps “between what one knows and what one wishes to know,” and they’re so important
that Harvey suggests corporations administer curiosity exams: “Individuals should be
tested on a regular basis.” Certainly this works for “Great Leaders” but what is a “Great Leader”? We
would hold that anyone who takes there work seriously and tries to find a better way to do their job is a
“Great Leader”.

Thanksgiving Submitted by John Hood
Our nation will celebrate Thanksgiving before another issue of the Keystone Tap arrives on
your desk and I wanted to share a recent experience. I was sitting in a class with other operators when
my phone rang and I could see it was a call I had to take. The message was that one of my immediate
family had been taken to the hospital and it appeared to be a heart attack. The hospital was three hours
away and three hours never seemed so long. I’m sure most of you have been in that position and you
know that it immediately reminds you of what is important in life. At times like these we are not
worried about things at work, the latest home
project that has to be finished, our golf game, or
even our family budget. An experience like this
focuses on what is really important in life.
With Thanksgiving approaching I would
encourage you to take a few minutes and think
about what is important in your life. We start with
family, of course, but then what about friends,
neighbors, and others we interact with everyday?
In fact, what about that trusted co-worker who
you assume knows how much you appreciate
their dependability and support? Not only would I
encourage you to think about this, but you might
also want to consider telling them. I know it’s
hard, but you could get that call and find that
you will never have the opportunity to tell them.
By the way, my son is fine now and Mary and I
are having a tough time convincing him to slow
down and take this warning seriously. Happy
Thanksgiving to you and yours
and, the next time we meet, let’s
take a moment to stop and talk.
When we get back to work we
will find that no one has stolen our
work!
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See what our Tank Management Service
can do for you!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimizes maintenance costs
Simplifies your budget
Annual inspections eliminate surprises
Insures the availability of qualified personnel
Extends tank life
Provides a single emergency number with guaranteed
response time
• lnsures compliance with changing standards

Our Services Include:
Maintenance Contracts
Painting and Repairs
Tank Security
Inspections
Vulnerability Assessments

www.tan kcare.net
WWW.PRWA.COM

Call Richard Skilton
at: (302) 275-1156

738 Thelma Road
27870

Roanoke Rapids, NC
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‘Micro Systems’ According to Ed
I would like let everyone know how much I enjoyed the member
appreciation day held on May 20th in Clarion. It was hosted by Blaine Rhodes,
District Six Director and the teaching was done by Penny.
The overall theme of the dinner was “back to basics”. Everybody was water
or wastewater certified, management, engineers, or secretaries; each was identified
then placed into groups. These groups were then asked several questions; if one
group couldn’t answer a question, the question was posed to the next group. Several
questions were left unanswered. Penny then informed everyone, to our surprise, that
these questions were considered under easy on the certification exams.
What I took from this day was, “how much do we really know?” I have been
certified for 30 years and if asked if the test was harder now or 30 years ago, I would
undoubtedly say it was harder today. There are so many more classifications and
requirements for those seeking certification today. Ultimately, there is always more
to learn regardless of how long you’ve been in the business.
Another aspect of this dinner I wanted to focus on in his article regarded the difference between
course and class training in person and those offered online. My opinion is that it is far more beneficial to
meet with those in your field because you’re able to facilitate relationships and receive qualified advice from
those attending the meetings. Essentially, communication is the bottom line. Communicating your problems
with others in your field will enable you to find solutions far easier than not meeting in person at all. Getting
together like that, you learn from the other people in your field. Thanks, Ed.

SNAP SH T

Pattie is Office Manager and
in charge of Membership
Services here at PRWA and
has been with the company
since 2002. Her primary
duties include looking over
office staff, making sure
work schedules and work
overload issues are handled,
and handling all aspects
of membership, from dues
invoicing to updating member files. Pattie also
plays a major role in preparation for the annual
conference. What she enjoys most about her time
at PRWA is the spectacular team atmosphere as well
as the annual conference, which she says is worth
the tremendous amount of work when she sees
how much the members are enjoying themselves!
Pattie-Jo and her husband Corrie have been married
for 13 years and have a 12 year old son, Tyler.
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GO
GREEN!

George Hart, of Bankson Engineers, reuses his PRWA Conference Eichelbergers name badge
holder to hold his EZ-Pass on his daily PA Turnpike commute aboard his 2004 Honda Shadow.

WWW.PRWA.COM
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Name Of\\alcr ulilily/municipalily/indw.U'y/organi.t.ation

Company Name

Address

Address

City, Stale Lip Code

City. State Zip Code
Contact Person

Cmmty

Telephone
Comact Person

Fax
Telephone

Fax

E-Mail Address (Work)

(I lome)

E-Mail Address
Website Address

Check your system type:

0

0 Water System

Was1cwater Sys1cm
0 Dual Sys1c111 (both Wa1er & Wnstewmer)

r

Advcnising/Markcting Contact Person

1

Check 1he ca1egory you'd like to be l i~tcd under in
our PR WA Desk Reference Book:

#of Conn ections
Drinking Wnter - - - - Sewer _ _ __

D Accounting/FinanciaJ O Computcrs!Sollwnrc
OConsultants!Enginccrs Dlnsurancc/Rctircmcnt
DLcgal Cow1scl
O Scrviccs/Supplics

Populat ion Served: - - - - #of Employees:------

Brief Description of services or products:

We wish to join PRWA as a: (Ched u,..J

Svstem Member
0 Single Sys1em 0-1 SO Connec1ions (S219 year)
0 Dual Sys1cm 0-1 SO Connctlions (S17J )'t!urJ
0 Single System IS I·I,SOO Connections /SJ8J ;earl
0 Dual System I 5 1-1.500 Connooions !S4J8t)'('(ll'/
0 Single S)Stem 1.501·5,000 Connections /SS47,ycarJ
0 Dun I System 1,501-5.000 Connections ($657')"<11')
0 Single System O\er 5.000 Connections !S766.ymr)
0 Dual System over 5,000 Connections (S91J;wr)

Please rerum <his applic:1tion wilh your paymcnl to our

138 West Bishop Street
Bellefont e, PA 16823
Phone: (814) 353· 9302
Fax: (814) 353-9341
Method of oayroent:

NTNC Member
0 Informational Suppon Member (S/09 / year)
0 Full Technical Suppon Member (S17J )<'Or)
OCheck
DMasterCard

Subscriptio11
0 Additional Maga?incs & l'ublicntions ($50 / y,'tJr)
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Dlnvoice Me 0 Visa
ODiscover
DAmerican Express

Expiration Date: _ _ _ _ _ Amount: _ __ _

FOR SALE
2007 Salary & Rate Survey $25.00
Belt Buckle, Operator

$15.00

Belt Buckle, PRWA

$15.00

Coleman Cooler

$13.00

Hat, Camo Embroidered

$15.00

Hat, Camo Silkscreened

$8.00

Hat, Water Department

$12.50

Lapel Pin, Qlty On Tap

$3.00

License Plate, Qlty On Tap

$3.00

License Plate, WW Op

$3.00

License Plate, Water Op

$3.00

Patch, Backflow

$4.00

Patch, Wastewater

$4.00

Shirt, Denim Embroidered $25.00
Shirt, Denim Jacket

$20.00

Shirt, Hydrowick T-Shirt

$12.00

Shirt, Polo Embroidered

$25.00

Shirt, Silkscreened T-Shirt
Shirt, Sweatshirt
Umbrella

$9.00
$11.00
$9.00

Warning Signs, Hard Plastic $4.50
Warning Signs, Hydrant

$4.50

Warning Signs, Vinyl

$4.00

Water Board Bible
Water Drop Plush Toy

$12.00
$3.00

* Prices include shipping

CALL 800-653-PRWA
VISIT WWW.PRWA.COM
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